In this article we improve the lower bound for 1£2(9, 1 ), the minimum cardinality of a binary code of length 9 and covering radius 1. We show that a binary code of length 9, 55 codewords and coveting radius 1 does not exist which gives a new lower bound K2(9, 1)/>56.
I. Introduction
Consider the vector space ~:~ of all binary vectors of length n. If x = (Xl,X2 ..... Xn) and y = (Yl, Y2 .... , yn) are vectors from ~:~ the weioht of x is the number of nonzero entries in (xl,x2 ..... x,) and the Hammin9 distance between x and y is the number of coordinates in which they differ, i.e. For a given code C the coverin9 radius is the smallest integer R such that for any vector xc ~-~ there exists a codeword y for which d(x,y)<R. In this case we say that y covers x. A code of length n, cardinality M and covering radius R is denoted an (n,M)R code. A problem of interest is minimizing the number of codewords in a code of given length and covering radius. Let K(n,R) be the smallest integer M for which an (n,M)R code exists. For simplicity set K(n, 1)=K(n). Counting the number of vectors covered by a single codeword one can easily find a lower bound on K(n):
wt(x)
The upper bounds are always constructive, i.e. the existence of an (n,M)R code shows that K(n,R)<~M. The exact values of K(n) are known for n ~<6 (these cases are more or less trivial) and for n=2 k -1 or n=2 k (these include n=7 and 8). For detailed information the reader is referred to [1] .
The first unknown value is K(9). The best upper bound K(9)~< 62 has been obtained by a computer-based method [2, 3] using simulated annealing. The best lower bound is K(9)~>54. Hill I Discrete Mathematics 197/198 (1999) 483 -189 485; wt (v3) (1)
3<~d(vl,t,i)=wt(vi) and 3<~d(v6, v,.)= 7--wt(vi)
Without loss of generality assume
Cooo--min{c0k}.
Since there are eight planes and IcI =55 it is obvious that cooo~<6. It follows from
(1) and (2) Suppose Cloo + colo + COOl >t24. We shall show that this assumption leads to a contradiction. Now Cll0 + Cl01 + C011 >~3C000 = 18 and Cl~l >~7. Hence, cloo +COlO +cool = 24, clio +Cl01 +c011 = 18 and c111 = 7. Therefore, we obtain Cll0 =Cl01 =C011 =6 and by (3) ClOO + colo + Clll ~>24, Cl00 + C001 + Clll ~>24, C010 + C001 + Clll >~24.
Adding the above inequalities we get 2(Cloo + COlO + COOl ) + 3Clll = 2.24 + 3.7 >~ 3.24.
which implies that 69>~72, a contradiction. Therefore ClOO + COlO + COOl <24. Now it follows from (1) that ClOO + COlO + COOl =-22 or 23.
Consider the six codewords in F000. Suppose they cover l vectors in F000. Then l~<6.7=42 (some vectors could be covered more than once). Also, as in the proof of (1), we have l + ClOO + coto + Cool ~>64, which implies that l~>41. So I=41 or 42. Suppose I=41. That means that there is exactly one vector in F0o0 which is covered by two distinct codewords in F000. But then these two codewords must be distance 1 or 2 apart, and in either case there will actually be two vectors in F000 covered by them (in the case of distance 1, the covered vectors are the codewords themselves), a contradiction. Hence ! # 41 and therefore l = 42. This shows that the distance between any two tails in F0oo is more than 2. But up to equivalence (Proposition 1) there are 4 such sets: and I Q~141 = 20.
Case A ] : There are 11 unknown tails (at least 7 in F3 ). Count the number of covered vectors of odd weight in F2. Note that all known tails in F2 (this is the set QA. ) are of odd weight and therefore a codeword obtained by such a tail covers only one vector of odd weight in F2 --namely itself. It is clear that a codeword of even weight from Fl (such a codeword corresponds to a tail in F1 of odd weight and there are 16 such known tails in Fi ) covers two vectors of odd weight in F2; a codeword of odd weight from F1 covers none of the vectors of odd weight in F2; a codeword from F3 covers not more than 3 vectors of odd weight in F2. Further, it is easy to see that any possible codeword can cover not more than 6 vectors of odd weight in F2.
Thus, the number of covered vectors of odd weight in/72 is not more than 16 + 16.2 + 3Clll + (11 --C111)6= 114--3Clll.
Since cilia>7 we get 114-3c~11~<114--21=93. But there are 96 vectors of odd weight in F2, a contradiction. Therefore a binary code of length 9, covering radius 1 and 55 codewords does not exist. [] As a direct result of Proposition 2 we get the following.
